
 

 

 

 

 

 

Blended Wellness 
The Palm Jumeirah, Dubai 

CASE STUDY 

 

Project 
“Be the first to find yourself”. Located at Oceana Residences on The Palm Jumeirah, Blended Wellness is a one-stop salon and well-being 
sanctuary containing a wide range of different amenities for relaxation and fitness purposes. Offering services to both men and women, 
Blended Wellness wants clients to feel a peaceful feeling upon entering to relieve the stresses of their day-to-day life whilst they engage in 
pampering or fitness sessions. Encouraging a connection to your inner self through various sauna treatments and life coaching, the facilities 
countless services is extremely popular due to the prime location and heavy involvement in reaching their clients relaxation and refreshment. 
Within Blended Wellness, our workforce had the privilege of supporting the construction for the Spa and Ice Pool areas with our cutting-
edge selection of decorative products. 

Microtopping – a fine textured Microcement system, supplied by our partners at Ideal Work, was applied directly to the flooring, walls and 
bench infrastructure which reduced the site wastage and encouraged a quick turnaround. Applied at 2-3mm thickness, Microtopping offers 
an endless range of colours which allowed our client to choose the finishes for their design concepts with ease. The cement-based mix 
creates an additional layer of protection, capable of withstanding heavy impact and compliments the aesthetic greatly. Methyl Methacrylate 
(MMA) resin-based flake system was applied to recreate the concept designs of our client whilst tackling the low temperatures and liquid 
penetration that is consistently within the ice pool area. The smooth, flake system continuously spreads throughout the entire pool to offer 
an easy to clean surface and surpass traditional interior pool drawbacks with its extreme durability. 
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Delivering Quality on Time 

Our Mission 

Since 2011, Duphill’s vision has always been to achieve excellence in every project we deliver. This 
high standard is what keeps our dedicated team continuously applying our core value of “Delivering 
Quality on Time” and guarantees satisfaction for all our valuable clients. 

Contact us 

Phone: +9714 5516591 

Email: info@duphilluae.com 

Web: www.duphill.com 

Social Media Links 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/duphill/ 

Facebook: @DuphillUAE 

Instagram: @DuphillUAE 

Completion Date: April 2022 

Area Applied: Microtopping: 105 m2 & MMA: 48 m2 

Client: Al Tayer Stock 

System: Microtopping & Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) 

 

Based on the specific usage, our workforce were able to offer our client a selection of products which would be best suited for 
the individual requirements. From sample production to execution, our direct involvement has supported the clients’ ideas with 
achieving their dream facility within a strict turnaround time. With all factors of the project in mind, our application has displayed 
the high quality of our finished, which are applied by our knowledgeable team.  With over 10 years of experience, Duphill 
continues to separate ourselves from our competition with great results within calculated timescales. 


